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Rose Parade® Introduction 
 
Each New Year's Day, the world focuses its attention on Pasadena, California, USA, home of the Rose 
Parade and Rose Bowl Game®. It's a celebration more than a century old – a festival of flowers, music 
and sports unequaled anywhere else in the world. Known as America's New Year Celebration®, the 
Tournament of Roses® is a greeting to the world on the first day of the year, and a salute to the 
community spirit and love of pageantry that have thrived in Pasadena for more than 100 years. 
 
Millions of people all over the world celebrate the New Year by watching the Rose Parade. For many, it 
is an annual tradition spanning generations. The Rose Parade’s magnificent floats feature high-tech 
animation and natural materials from around the globe. Most are built by professional float-building 
companies and take several months to construct. The long effort pays off on New Year’s morning when 
hundreds of thousands of spectators line the parade route and millions more tune in via television to 
witness pageantry that inspires people of all ages. 
 
 

Sponsorship Recap Report 
It is only because of the generous support of sponsors that the Pasadena Tournament of Roses is able to 
produce its iconic events that people all over the world look forward to each year. As the presenting 
sponsor of the 2013 Rose Parade, Honda’s support and involvement was invaluable. To express its 
gratitude and preserve the memory of this year’s successful event, the Tournament of Roses presented 
Honda with a personalized sponsor recap report. This report includes important parade viewership 
statistics, additional brand exposure results, photographs of all branded ‘Rose Parade presented by 
Honda’ promotional items, and examples of media coverage of Honda’s Parade float. A DVD 
containing a highlight video of Honda’s participation in Rose Parade was also included.  
 
This sponsor recap report was very well received and Honda requested additional copies. Honda was so 
satisfied with their experience and impressed with the recap information that they have re-signed as 
presenting sponsor the Rose Parade for next year. The Pasadena Tournament of Roses Association is 
very pleased to welcome Honda back and is looking forward to the 2014 Rose Parade presented by 
Honda. 
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